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2 Conferences 
IMACS SEMINAR ON 
MONTE CARLO METHODS 
Date: l-3 April, 1997. 
Location: Brussels, Belgium. 
Other information: CAM-Newsletter 12, nr. 2. 
Contact address: 
Alain Dubus 
IMACS Monte Carlo Seminar 
ULB, CP165 
50, av. F.D. Roosevelt 
B-1050 Brussels 
email:mtcQmetronu.ulb.ac.be 
WWW: http:// mnserver.ulb.ac.be/Seminar.html 
SCOOP WORKSHOP ON 
SOLVING COMBINATORIAL 
OPTIMIZATION 
PROBLEMS IN PARALLEL 
The solution of optimization problems in real 
world applications usually involves an enormous 
amount of work in which the use of parallel com- 
puters may be of great value. Through paral- 
lel computing, not only problems may be solved 
faster, but also large-sized problems may become 
tractable. 
Date: 5 April 1997. 
Location: Geneva, Switzerland. 
Organizers: 
G. Kindervater (Rotterdam), P. Rebreyend 
(Lyon), S. Ubeda (Lyon). 
Topics: 
The SCOOP workshop is aimed to bring together 
experts in the field of parallel combinatorial com- 
puting. It will address both exact and approx- 
imate methods for scientific and practical hard 
optimization problems. 
Invited speaker: 
S.A. Zenios: “High Performance Computing for 
Financial Applications. 
Other information: 
The workshop will be the final meeting of the 
Human Capital and Mobility project SCOOP of 
the European Union. 
Contact address: 
Gerard Kindervater 
Department of Computer Science 
Erasmus University 
P.O. BOX 1738 
3000 DR Rotterdam The Netherlands 
Fax: $31 i0 4526177 
email: gapkOcs.few.eur.nl 
WWW: http:// www.ens-lyon.fr/LIP/SCOOP 
SIXTH VIENNESE WORKSHOP ON 
OPTIMAL CONTR.OL, 
DYNAMIC GAMES AND NONLINEAR 
DYNAMICS 
Date: 21-23 May, 1997. 
Location: Vienna, Austria. 
Other information: CAM-Newsletter 12, nr. 2. 
Contact address: 
Prof. Gustav Feichtinger 
Dept. of Operations Res. and Systems Theory 
Vienna University of Technology 
Argentinierstrasse 8/119 
A-1040 Vienna, Austria 
Fax: +43-l-5054524 
email: ws-vie970e119wsl.tuwien.ac.at 
SECOND INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM 
ALGORITHMS FOR 
MACROMOLECULAR MODELLING 
Date: 21-24 May, 1997. 
Location: Konrad-Zuse-Zentrum Berlin, Germany. 
Other information: CAM-Newsletter 12, nr. 3. 
Contact address: 
Sebastian Reich 
Konrad-Zuse-Zentrum Berlin 
Heilbronner Str. 10, D-10711 Berlin, Germany 
mail: reichQzib-berlin.de 
WWW:http://elib.zib- 
berlin.de:88/MacroMM97/ 
N6 
SYMPOSIUM 0N 
DIFFERENTIAL-ALGEBRAIC 
EQUATIONS 
Date: 26-28 May 1997. 
Location: Grenoble, France. 
Organizer: 
Lab. de Modelisation et Calcul, Inst. de Math. 
Appl. de Grenoble. 
Scope: 
The objective of this symposium is to bring to- 
gether researchers, from various fields, actively in- 
volved in the area of Differential-Algebraic Equa- 
tions (DAE). The study of DAE involves many 
disciplines: simulation of physical phenomena, 
differential geometry, numerical integration on 
manifolds, symbolic computing, differential alge- 
bra . Through talks and open discussions we aim 
to encourage cross-fertilization between these dif- 
ferent areas. For this reason papers making open- 
ings between disciplines would be very welcome. 
This symposium should also be the occasion to 
review the state of the art in the field. 
Topics: 
?? Mathematical tools (index, canonical forms, 
singularities . . .). 
??Algebraic algorithms and computation. 
?? Numerical methods. 
?? Software for the analysis and integration of 
DAE’s. 
?? Applications (physics, mechanics, chemistry, 
control . . .). 
Invited speakers: S.L. Campbell (N.Carolina State 
Un.), B.J. Leimkuhler (Un. of Kansas), S. Reich 
(Konrad-Zuse Zentrum, Berlin), R. Marz (Hum- 
boldt Un., Berlin). 
Other information: We invite authors to send a 
one page abstract or a full paper (10 pages max- 
imum) before the end of March 1997. 
Contact address: 
DAE 97 - R. Coleman, Equipe de Calcul Formel 
Laboratoire LMC, 46 Av. Felix Viallet 
F38031 Grenoble Cedex, France 
Tel.: (+) 33 4 76 57 48 69 
Fax: (+) 33 4 76 57 48 03 
email: dae970imag.fr 
WWW: http://www-lmc.imag.fr/dae97 
SHORT CONFERENCE ON HIGH 
PERFORMANCE SOFTWARE FOR 
NONLINEAR OPTIMIZATION 
Date: 4-6 June, 1997. 
Location: Ischia, Italy. 
Other information: CAM-Newsletter 12, nr. 3. 
Contact address: 
Prof. Gerard0 Toraldo 
Universitd di Napoli “Federico II” 
Dip. di Matematica e Appl. 
Complesso Monte S.Angelo, Via Cintia 
I-80126, Napoli, Italy 
email: toraldoQmatna2.dma.unina.it 
INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON 
LARGE-SCALE SCIENTIFIC 
COMPUTATIONS 
Date: 7-11 June 1997. 
Location: Varna, Bulgaria. 
Organizers: 
The Central Lab. on Parallel Processing of In- 
formatics and Computing Technology), Bulgar- 
ian Academy of Sciences (BAS) in cooperation 
with the Institute of Mathematics and Informat- 
its (IMI), BAS. 
Topics: 
?? Adaptive methods for coupled elliptic systems 
and convection-diffusion problems; 
?? MG/DD (multigrid and domain decomposi- 
tion) methods for linear/non-linear coupled el- 
liptic and convection-diffusion problems; 
?? Multiscale methods; theory and computation. 
?? Conservative schemes and mixed finite element 
computations; 
0 Parallel performance; 
?? Modeling of contaminant transport in hydrol- 
ogy and related applications; 
Invited speakers: 
W. Dahmen (RWTH, Aachen, Germany), M. 
Griebel (Un. of Bonn, Germany), S.V. Nepom- 
nyaschikh (Comp. Center, Novosibirsk, Russia), 
J. Pasciak (Texas A & M Un., USA), M. Schafer 
(Un. of Darmstadt, Germany), P. Vabishchevich 
(Inst. of Math. Modeling, Moscow, Russia), R. 
Winther (Un. of Oslo, Norway). 
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Other information: 
There will be a training seminar on “Numerical 
Simulation of Groundwater Contaminant Trans- 
port and its Environmental Applications” 
Contact address: 
MS Sylvia Grosdanova 
CLPP-BAS 
Acad. G. Bontchev street, Block 25A 
1113 Sofia, Bulgaria 
Fax: 359-2)-707-273 
email: scicom970iscbg.acad.bg 
WWW: http://copern.acad.bg/ 
Conferences/SciCom97.html 
~TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
COMPUTER METHODS IN WATER 
RESOURCES 
Date: 16-18 June, 1997. 
Location: Byblos, Lebanon. 
Other information: CAM-Newsletter 12, nr. 3. 
Contact address: 
The Conference secretariat 
Wessex Institute of technology 
Ashurst Lodge, Ashurst 
Southampton S0407AA, UK 
email: cmiQib.rl.ac.uk 
WWW: http:// venus.ce.jhu.edu/cmwr/ 
17TH BIENNIAL CONFERENCE ON 
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
Date: 24-27 June, 1997. 
Location: Un. of Dundee, Scotland, U.K. 
Other information: CAM-Newsletter 12, nr. 2. 
Contact address: 
Dr. D.F. Griffiths 
Biennial Conference on Numerical Analysis 
Dept. of Mathematics and Computer Science 
The University, Dundee, DDl 4HN 
Scotland, U.K. 
Tel: +44 (1382) 344467 
Fax: +44 (1382) 345516 
email: dfgQuk.ac.dund.mcs 
WWW: http:// www.mcs.dundee.ac.uk: 
808O/ dfg/97conf/contents.html 
ECC97 
~TH EUROPEAN CONTROL CONFERENCE 
Date: l-4 July 1997. 
Location: Brussels, Belgium. 
Scope: The European Control Conference is organ- 
ised every two years with the aim to stimulate 
contacts between scientists who are active in the 
area of Systems and Control and to promote sci- 
entific exchange within the European community 
and between Europe and other parts of the world. 
The scope of the conference includes all aspects 
of Systems and Control, and ranges from funda- 
mental research to applications in process con- 
trol and advanced technology. An industry day, 
with a special focus on industrial control applica- 
tions, will be organised within the framework of 
the ECC 97. 
Invited speakers: I.D. Landau (LAG., France), F. 
Kubica (Aerospatiale, France), P.V. Kokotovic 
(Un. of California, USA), S. Dasgupta (Un. of 
Iowa, USA), S. Yurkovich (Ohio State Un., USA), 
J. Maciejowski (Cambridge Un., U.K.), R. Kul- 
havy (AC. of Science, CK), M. Vidyasagar (Cen- 
tre for AI and Robotics, India), M. van de Panne 
(Un. of Toronto, CDN). 
Other information: There will be mini-courses on 
the following topics: 
?? Differentially flat systems (R.M. Murray, Cal- 
ifornia Inst. of Tech., USA, and P. Rouchon, 
Ecole des Mines de Paris, France). 
?? Control design using linear matrix inequalities 
(S.P. Boyd, Stanford Un., USA, and Y. Nes- 
terov, Un. Cath. de Louvain, Belgium). 
?? Control of distributed parameter systems (J. 
Bontsema, Wageningen Agricultural Un., The 
Netherlands, and H. Zwart, Un. of Twente, The 
Netherlands). 
The registration fee of the conference is expected 
to be 11 000 BEF. There will be reduced fees for 
students. 
Contact address: 
ECC 97 Secretariat 
c/o Timshel Conf. Consultancy. & Management 
JB Van Moonstraat 8, B-3000 Leuven, Belgium 
Fax: +32-16-29.05.10 
email: infoQtimshel.be 
WWW: http:// www.auto.ucl.ac.be/ECC97.html 
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CONFERENCE ON 
APPLICATION OF COMPUTATIONAL 
FLUID DYNAMICS IN MINERAL AND 
METAL PROCESSING AND 
POWER GENERATING INDUSTRIES 
Date: 3-4 July, 1997. 
Location: Melbourne, Australia. 
Other information: CAM-Newsletter 12, nr. 3. 
Contact address: 
Dr. M.P. Schwarz 
CSIRO Division of Minerals 
PO Box 312 
Clayton South Vie 3169 
Australia 
Tel.: +61 3 9545 8500 
Fax: $61 3 9562 8919 
email: Phil.SchwarrQminerals.csiro.au 
WWW: http:// www.minerals.csiro.au 
THE FOURTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 
ON 
MATHEMATICAL METHODS FOR 
CURVES AND SURFACES 
Date: 3-8 July 1997. 
Location: Lillehammer, Norway. 
Organizers: 
Morten Daehlen, Tom Lyche, Larry L. Schu- 
maker. 
Topics: 
The meeting will focus on the classical topics of 
Computer Aided Geometric Design such as spline 
and BCzier methods for curve and surface approx- 
imation, scattered data modelling, multidimen- 
sional modelling, decomposition techniques and 
visualization. 
Invited speakers: 
E. Arge (Norway), G. Brunnett (Germany), J. 
Carnicer (Spain), C. K. Chui (USA), R. Farouki 
(USA), R. Goldman (USA), T.N.T Goodman 
(UK), B. Hamann (USA), J. Hoschek (Germany), 
S. L. Lee (Singapore), A. Le MChautC (France), 
W. Light (UK), G. Plonka (Germany), 
R. Schaback (Germany), L. L. Schumaker 
(USA), H-P. Seidel (G ermany), D. Terzopoulos 
(Canada), T. Vrady (Hungary). 
Other information: 
There will be a number of invited survey lectures 
and minisymposia on selected topics. All other 
participants are invited to present a research talk 
of approximately 20 minutes. The deadline for 
abstracts is April 10, 1997. 
The organizers expect to publish proceedings sim- 
ilar to “Mathematical Methods for Curves and 
Surfaces”, M. Daehlen, T. Lyche and L. L. Schu- 
maker (eds), Vanderbilt Press, Nashville, 1995. 
The deadline for submitting papers is October 1, 
1997. 
Contact address: 
SINTEF Applied Mathematics 
Att: Mariane Rein 
P.O. Box 124 Blindern 
N-0314 Oslo, Norway 
Fax: +47 22 06 73 50 
email: cagdOsi.sintef.no 
WWW: http:// www.oslo.sintef.no jcagd 
COLLOQUIUM ON 
APPLICATIONS OF MATHEMATICS 
Date: 4-5 July, 1997. 
l;ocation: Un. of Hamburg, Germany. 
Other information: CAM-Newsletter 12, nr. 3. 
Contact address: 
Prof. Gerhard Opfer 
Universitgt Hamburg 
Inst. fiir Angewandte Mathematik 
Bundesstrasse 55 
D-20146 Hamburg, Germany 
email: Collatz97Qmath.uni-hamburg.de 
COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS 
WORKSHOP 
DNS AND LES OF COMPLEX FLOWS 
Date: 9-11 July 1997. 
Location: Twente, The Netherlands. 
Sponsors: 
J.M. Burgers Centre, ERCOFTAC, Silicon 
Graphics. 
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Topics: 
A challenging problem in CFD is the simulation 
of turbulent flow in practical applications. At 
present RaNS and DNS/LES form two comple- 
mentary approaches to this problem, each with 
their own limitations and complications. This 
three-day meeting will focus on recent develop- 
ments in numerical and physical modelling of 
transitional and turbulent flow. The invited 
speakers will provide the framework of the meet- 
ing in which the present state of the art is con- 
fronted with the grand challenges of industry. 
Invited speakers: 
J. Eggels (Shell Res. Amsterdam), M. Ger- 
mano (Polit. Torino), J. Jimenez (Un. Madrid), 
L. Kleiser (ETH Zurich), M. Kloker (Un. 
Stuttgart), M. L esieur (Un. Grenoble), F. Nieuw- 
stadt (TU Delft), Ph. Spalart (Boeing), P. Voke 
(Un. Surrey). 
Other information: 
Contributions on developments in RaNS, LES 
and DNS or industrial problems in CFD are wel- 
come. Two page abstracts can be submitted be- 
fore February 1, 1997 at the address below. 
The costs of attending the meeting, including reg- 
istration, accomodation, lunches, informal dinner 
and a copy of the proceedings are fl. 600. Special 
rates are available for (graduate) students. 
Contact address: 
Mrs. M. Scholten 
Department of Applied Mathematics 
University of Twente 
P.O.Box 217 
7500 AE Enschede 
The Netherlands 
email: B.J.GeurtsOmath.utwente.nl 
WWW: http:// www.math.utwente.nl/ 
kuerten/workshop.html 
CONFERENCE ON 
FINITE DIFFERENCE METHODS 
Date: lo-13 August 1997. 
Location: Rousse, Bulgaria. 
Topics: 
?? Validation of finite difference methods for solv- 
ing problems of mathematical physics. 
?? Iterative methods and parallel algorithms for 
solving grid equations. 
?? Finite difference methods for nonlinear prob- 
lems. 
?? Inverse problems and problems of control. 
?? Finite difference methods in continuum me- 
chanics. 
?? Applications of difference methods to engineer- 
ing problems. 
Other information: 
The scientific programme will include invited ple- 
nary talks (45 min.), key lecturers (45 min.) and 
contributed talks (20 or 30 min.). 
One page abstracts are due before March 30, 
1997. 
Contact address: 
Lubin Vulkov 
Center of Applied Maths and Inf. 
University of Rousse 
7017 Rousse, Bulgaria 
email: vulkovQami.ru.acad.bg 
SIXTH INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON 
MATRIX METHODS FOR STATISTICS 
Date: 17-18 August 1997. 
Location: Istanbul, Turkey. 
Scope: 
The purpose of this Workshop is to stimulate re- 
search and, in an informal setting, to foster the 
interaction of researchers in the interface between 
matrix theory and statistics. This Workshop will 
provide a forum for statisticians working in the 
areas of linear algebra and matrix theory to be- 
come better informed of the latest developments 
and newest techniques and to interchange ideas. 
Other information: 
Contributed papers are welcome. 
It is expected that selected papers from this 
Workshop will be published in a Special Issue of 
“Linear Algebra and Its Applications”. 
Contact address: 
Fikri Akdeniz 
Department of Mathematics 
Cukurova University 
01330 Adana, Turkey 
Fax: ++90 $322 3386070 
email: akdenisQpamuk.cc.cu.edu.tr 
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15~~ IMACS WORLD CONGRESS ON 
SCIENTIFIC COMPUTATION, 
MODELING AND 
APPLIED MATHEMATICS 
Date: 26-30 August, 1997. 
Location: Berlin, Germany. 
Other information: CAM-Newsletter 12, nr. 2. 
Contact address: 
IMACS Congress Secretariat 
GMD FIRST 
Rudower Chaussee 5 
D-12489 Berlin, Germany 
Fax: 30-67045610 
email: imacs97Qfirst.gmd.de 
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
DETERMINISTIC AND STOCHASTIC 
MODELLING OF BIOINTERACTION 
Date: 28-31 August 1997. 
Location: Sofia, Bulgaria. 
Organizers: 
The Inst. of Maths and Inf. and the Central Lab. 
for Parallel Processes at the Bulgarian Academy 
of Sciences. 
Topics: 
?? Deterministic and stochastic approaches to 
mathematical modelling in population dynam- 
ics, epidemiology, immunology, genetics, neuro- 
physiology, molecular biology, cell biology, pat- 
tern formation and bioecology. 
?? Computational biomathematics. 
Invited speakers: 
?? J. Cushing: “Nonlinear Dynamics and Chaos 
in Insect Populations: Deterministic/Stochastic 
Models and Laboratory Experiments”. 
?? 0. Diekmann: “Epidemic Models” or “Physio- 
logically Structured Population Models”. 
?? M. Iannelli, P.Jagers: “Population Size Depen- 
dence in Branching Populations”. 
?? M. Kimmel: “Branching -within -branching 
and Intracellular Genetics of Mitochondria”. 
?? J. Li, F. Milner: “Host-Parasite Systems”. 
Other information: 
The following topics for special seesions have been 
proposed 
?? Dynamics of Metapopulations (M. Gyllenberg, 
Finland). 
?? Non-linear Dynamics in Biochemical Pathways 
(J.F. Hervagault, France). 
?? Numerical Methods for Age-structured popula- 
tion models (M.Iannelli, Italy). 
?? Stochastic Models in Cell and Mollecular Biol- 
ogy (M.Kimmel, USA). 
?? Deterministic Mathematical Epidemiology 
(Jia Li). 
?? Aquatic Population Dynamics (A.Medvinsky, 
Russia, and H. Malchow, Germany). 
?? Stochastic Modelling of Contact Structures in 
AIDS/HIV and Other Infectious Diseases 
(C. Mode, USA). 
Contact address: 
Dr. Tanya Kostova 
Institute of Mathematics 
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences 
Acad. G. Bonchev str., block 8 
1113 Sofia, Bulgaria 
Fax: ($3592) 971 36 49 
email: DESTOBIOQISCBG.ACAD.BG 
WWW: a http:// www.math.acad.bg/ 
special/destobio.html 
NUMDIFF-8 
NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF 
DIFFERENTIAL AND 
DIFFERENTIAL-ALGEBRAIC 
EQUATIONS 
Date: 1-5 September, 1997. 
Location: Un. of Halle, Germany. 
Other information: CAM-Newsletter 12, nr. 2. 
Contact address: 
Ilona Tischler 
Institut fur Numerische Mathematik 
Fachbereich Mathematik und Information 
Martin-Luther-Universitit 
Halle-Wittenberg 
D-06099 Halle (Saale), Germany 
email: numdiff@mail.mathematik.uni.halle.de 
Nil 
CONFERENCE ON 
NUMERICAL MODELLING IN 
CONTINUUM MECHANICS 
Date: 8-11 September 1997. 
Location: Prague, Czech Republic. 
Organizers: 
M. Feistauer (Charles Un. Prague), K. Kozel 
(Czech Techn. Un. Prague), R. Rannacher 
(Ruprecht-Karls-Un. Heidelberg). 
Topics: 
?? Fluid Dynamics 
?? Non-Newtonian and Viscoelastic Flows 
?? Porous Media Flows 
?? Material Structures and Optimization 
?? Structural Mechanics. 
Invited speakers: 
I. Babuska (USA), H.-G. Bock (FRG), R. Glowin- 
ski (USA), P. Le Tallec (France), A. Quar- 
teroni (Italy), V. Rivkind (Russia), Ch. Schwab 
(Switzerland), J. St ruckmeier (FRG), A. Valli 
(Italy), W.-L. Wendland (FRG), J.-R. Whiteman 
(Great Britain). 
Other information: 
The program of the conference will include in- 
vited 50 minute lectures and 20 minute commu- 
nications. Conference proceedings will be pub- 
lished. 
The basic fee is 500 US Dollars, which covers the 
conference Fee, a welcome party, a concert, ac- 
comodation, meals and refreshments. It also en- 
titles participants to receive a copy of the con- 
ference program and the proceedings. Some re- 
duction will be available for a limited number of 
PhD students and participants from East Euro- 
pean countries. 
Contact address: 
Prof. Dr. Miloslav Feistauer, DrSc. 
Charles University Prague 
Faculty of Mathematics and Physics 
Institute of Numerical Mathematics 
Malostranske nam. 25 
118 00 Praha 1, Czech Republic 
Tel.: $42 2 21914223 
Fax: t42 2 535229 
PANAMERICAN WORKSHOP ON 
APPLIED AND COMPUTATIONAL 
MATHEMATICS 
Date: 8-12 September 1997. 
Location: Serrano, Gramado, Brasil. 
Organizer: SIAM. 
Sponsors: 
SDSU, San Diego State University 
SBMAC, the Sociedade Brasileira de Matematica 
Aplicada e Computational. 
Topics: 
Applications of mathematics to industry, technol- 
ogy, science and society. 
Invited speakers: 
?? Sandra Santos: “Trust Region Methods for 
Large Scale Problems”. 
?? R. Coifman: “Adapted Waveform Analysis as 
a Numerical Processing Tool”. 
?? L. Petzold, Celso Grebogi, James Crowley. 
Minisymposia: 
?? Flow and Bio-Transformations in Porous Media 
(B. Chen). 
?? Simulation of 3D Interconnect Structures in Ul- 
tralarge Scale Integrated Circuits (R. Suaya). 
?? Supercomputing Applications 
(S. Zarantonello). 
?? Differential-Algebraic Equations and Applica- 
tions (Geovan Tavares). 
?? Vibrations, Control and Signals (Jos Balt- 
hazar). 
?? Computational Compressible Flow in Aerody- 
namics (Joo Azevedo). 
?? Analytical and Numerical Methods for the 
Transport Equations (L. Barichello, R. Barros). 
Other information: Refereed papers will be pub- 
lished in a special edition of the journal of Com- 
putational and Applied Mathematics. 
Contact address: 
II PWACM, Instituto de Matematica 
Universidade de Rio Grande do Sul 
P.O.Box 10673 
90.001-000 Porto Alegre, RS, Brasil 
Fax: (5551) 3361512 
email: panam970mat.ufrgs.br 
www: 
http://math.unm.edu/ACA/PanAm.html 
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SCAN-97 
INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM 
ON SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING 
COMPUTER ARITHMETIC AND 
VALIDATED NUMERICS 
Date: lo-12 September 1997. 
Location: Lyon, France. 
Organizer: Jean-Michel Muller. 
Sponsors: GAMM, IMACS. 
Topics: 
Validation or verification characterizes those ef- 
forts in Scientific Computing which strive to gen- 
erate - concurrently with numerical results - 
qualitative and quantitative assertions about the 
results which are correct in a rigorous mathemat- 
ical sense. Typical examples of such efforts are 
the specification of a domain in which a solution 
of a given problem exists and the computation of 
close upper and lower bounds for the result of a 
given problem. 
SCAN-97 will provide a forum for the presenta- 
tion of the latest research and developments in 
theory, algorithmic and arithmetic design for Val- 
idated Numerics, demonstration of new software 
available for Validated Numerics, reporting of in- 
teresting case studies in industrial and scientific 
applications of Validated Numerics, and for the 
discussion of new directions in research and devel- 
opment suggested by other advances in Scientific 
Computing. Potential new directions are the use 
of parallel architectures for the implementation 
of validation algorithms and the use of validation 
ideas in Computer Algebra. 
Within the scope of SCAN-97, there is no restric- 
tion regarding the mathematical or applicational 
background of the problems to be reported: Alge- 
bra, analysis, optimization, probability, etc., are 
equally welcome. 
Other information: 
The conference continues the series of SCAN- 
Symposia which have previously been held at 
Karlsruhe, Basel, Albena, Oldenburg, Vienna and 
Wuppertal. 
Extended abstracts of l-4 pages are expected be- 
fore April 1, 1997. 
Contact address: 
V. Roger-Ubeda, SCAN’97 
Laboratoire LIP, ENS-Lyon 
46 AllCe d’Italie 
F-69364 Lyon Cedex 07, France 
Fax: ($33) 4 72 72 80 30 
email: SCAN97Qlip.ens-lyon.fr 
WWW: http:// www.ens-lyon.fr/LIP/SCAN-97 
AN IMA CONFERENCE ON 
BOUNDARY INTEGRAL METHODS- 
THEORY AND APPLICATIONS 
Date: 15-18 September, 1997. 
Location: Un. of SALFORD, Manchester, UK. 
Other information: CAM-Newsletter 12, nr. 3. 
Contact address: 
Mrs Pamela Bye, Conference Officer, IMA 
Catherine Richards House 
16 Nelson Street, Southend-on-Sea 
Essex SSl lEF, UK 
email: imarch&-e.anglia.ac.uk 
ScICADE97 
SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING AND 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Date: 15-19 September, 1997. 
Location: Grado, Italy. 
Other information: CAM-Newsletter 12, nr. 3. 
COntaCt addTt!W: 
A. Bellen 
Dipartimento di Scienze Matematiche 
Universita’ di Trieste, 34100 Trieste, Italy 
email: bellenQuniv.trieste.it 
www: 
http://www.univ.trieste.it/ nirdsm/scicade97 
CMFT97 
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS AND 
FUNCTION THEORY 
Date: 13-18 October, 1997. 
Location: Nicosia, Cyprus. 
Other information: CAM-Newsletter 12, nr. 3. 
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Contact address: 
Prof. N. Papamichael 
University of Cyprus (CMFT’97) 
P.O. Box 537, CY 1678 Nicosia, Cyprus 
Tel.: +357-2-476313 
Fax: $357-2-360438 
email:cmft97Qpythagoras.mas.ucy.ac.cy 
WWW: http:// www.ucy.ac.cy/cmft97.html 
CONFERENCE OF THE DUTCH COMMUNITY 
OF NUMERICAL MATHEMATICIANS 
Date: 24-26 September 1997. 
Location: Woudschoten, The Netherlands. 
Topics: 
?? nonlinear boundary-value problems (with spe- 
cial attention to continuation methods and bi- 
furcation) 
?? generalized eigenvalue problems and singular- 
value decomposition 
?? numerical treatment of financial models. 
Contact address: 
Jan Kok 
CWI - Centrum voor Wisk. en Info. 
Organizing Committee Woudschoten Conf. 
P.O. Box 94079 
NL-1090 GB Amsterdam, The Netherlands 
email: Jan.KokQcwi.nl 
WWW: http:// www.cwi.nl/ jankok/ 
woudschotEn.html 
ENUMATH 97 
SECOND EUROPEAN CONFERENCE ON 
NUMERICAL MATHEMATICS AND 
ADVANCED APPLICATIONS 
Date: 29 September-3 October 1997. 
Location: Heidelberg, Germany. 
Organizers: 
R. Becker, H.G. Bock, G. Kanschat, R. Ran- 
nacher. 
Scope: 
The ENUMATH conferences were established in 
1995 in order to provide a forum for discussion on 
recent aspects of numerical mathematics. They 
seek to convene leading experts and young scien- 
tists with special emphasis on contributions from 
Europe. Recent results and new trends in the 
analysis of numerical algorithms as well as their 
application to challenging scientific and industrial 
problems will be discussed. Apart from theoret- 
ical aspects, a major part of the conference will 
be devoted to numerical methods for interdisci- 
plinary applications. 
Invited speakers: 
A. Bachem (Germany), P.-L. Lions (France), N. 
Bakhvalov (Russia), M. Luskin (USA), C. Canuto 
(Italy), P. Maass (Germany), P. van Dooren (Bel- 
gium), G. A. Mikhailov (Russia), J. Douglas 
(USA), K.W. Morton (UK), C. M. Elliott (UK), 
J. Sethian (USA), G. Leugering (Germany), P. Le 
Tallec (France). 
Topics: 
The following Minisymposia are planned: 
Finite Elements on Nonmatching Grids 
Spectral Finite Element Methods 
Least Squares Methods for PDE 
Stabilisation Methods 
Optimisation in PDE 
Multiscale Analysis 
Computational Electromagnetics 
New Materials 
Benchmarking 
Numerical Education. 
Other information: 
Abstracts of papers and posters (l-2 pages) 
should be submitted until February 28, 1997 to 
be considered for presentation. Abstracts will 
be subject to evaluation directly after submission 
and the author will be informed about acceptance 
as soon as possible, but no later than April 15, 
1997. 
Contact address: 
ENUMATH 97 
Universit& Heidelberg 
Im Neuenheimer Feld 294 
D-69120 Heidelberg, Germany 
email: enumathQiwr.uni-heidelberg.de 
WWW: http://gaia.iwr.uni-heidelberg.de/ 
ENUMATH.html 
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Institutional reports and 
doctoral theses 
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Reports: 
TW-237 
TW-238 
TW-239 
TW-240 
TW-241 
TW-242 
TW-243 
TW-244 
TW-245 
TW-246 
TW-247 
J. Verschelde and A. Haegemans: A 
criterion for monomials influencing the 
root count. 
K. Meerbergen and M. Sadkane: Us- 
ing Krylov approximations to the ma- 
trix exponential operator in Davidson’s 
method. 
G. De Samblanx, K. Meerbergen and 
A. Bultheel: The implicit application 
of a rational filter in the RKS method, 
Revised August 1996 
D. Van Melkebeek and A. Bultheel: On 
the relation between iterated function 
systems and partitioned iterated func- 
tion systems. 
P. Kravanja, R. Cools and A. Haege- 
mans: Computing zeros of analytic 
mappings: a logarithmic residue ap- 
proach. 
P. Dierckx: On calculating normalized 
Powell-Sabin B-splines. 
N.A. Sidorov and O.A. Romanova: 
Difference-differential equations with 
the Fredholm operator in the main 
part. 
M. Hu, K. Jackson, J. Janssen and S. 
Vandewalle: Remarks on the optimal 
convolution kernel for CSOR waveform 
relaxation. 
J. Verschelde and R. Cools: Poly- 
nomial homotopy continuation: a 
portable Ada software package. 
P. Kravanja, M. Van Bare1 and A. 
Haegemans: Computing zeros of ana- 
lytic functions via modified moments 
based on formal orthogonal polynomi- 
als 
G. De Samblanx and A. Bultheel: Us- 
ing implicitly filtered RKS for gener- 
alised eigenvalue problems. 
TW-248 
TW-249 
TW-250 
TW-251 
G. De Samblanx and A. Bultheel: Fil- 
tering and restarting orthogonal pro- 
jection methods. 
B. Fritzsche, B. Kirstein and K. 
Miiller: An analysis of the block struc- 
ture of j,,-inner functions. 
M. Jansen and A. Bultheel: Multiple 
wavelet threshold estimation by gen- 
eralized cross validation for data with 
correlated noise. 
K. Engelborghs, K. Lust and D. Roose: 
A Newton-Picard method for accurate 
computation of period doubling bifur- 
cation points of large-scale systems of 
ODES. 
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Reports: 
460. Ballmann, Werner and Brin, Michael: Di- 
ameter Rigidity of Spherical Polyhedra. 
Bandle, Catherine and Flucher, Martin: 
Table of Inequalities in Elliptic Boundary 
Value Problems. 
461. 
462. 
463. 
464. 
465: 
466. 
467. 
Hildebrandt, S. and Sauvigny, F.: Minimal 
Surfaces in a Wedge. I. Asymptotic Expan- 
sions. 
Griiter, Michael: A Remark on Isolated 
Singularities at the Free Boundary of Har- 
monic Maps. 
Bandle, Catherine; Brillard, Alain and 
Flucher, Martin: Green’s Function, Har- 
monic Transplantation, and best Sobolev 
Constant in Spaces of Constant Curvature. 
Urbas, John: On the Second Boundary 
Value Problem for Equations of Monge- 
Ampere Type. 
Seregin, Gregory: On Regularity for Solu- 
tions to Initial-Boundary Value Problems 
Describing the Motion of Non-Newtonian 
Fluids in Dimension Two. 
Dal Passo, Roberta; Garcke, Harald and 
Griin, Giinther: On a Fourth Order Degen- 
erate Parabolic Equation: Global Entropy 
Estimates, Existence and Qualitative Be- 
haviour of Solutions. 
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468. Karcher, Hermann and Weber, Matthias: 
On Klein’s Riemann Surface. 
469. Noelle, Sebastian: Radially Symmetric So- 
lutions for a Class of Hyperbolic Systems 
of Conservation Laws. 
470. Merz, Willi; Pulverer, Klaus and Stoth, 
Barbara: Construction of an Asymptotic 
Model for the Oxidation Process of Silicon. 
471. Fuchs, Martin and Seregin, Gregory: A 
Regularity Theory for Variational Integrals 
with L In L-Growth. 
472. Bronsard, Lia; Garcke, Harald and Stoth, 
Barbara: A Multi-Phase Mullins-Sekerka 
System: Matched Asymptotic Expansions 
and an Implicit Time Discretization for the 
Geometric Evolution Problem. 
473. Leeb, Bernhard and Scott, Peter: A Ge- 
ometric Characteristic Splitting in all Di- 
mensions. 
474. Toda, Masahito: On Minimizing Problems 
with a Volume Constraint in Hyperbolic 3- 
Manifolds. 
475. Rhode, Anne Katharina: H-F&hen in 
zwei konzentrischen, ebenen Kreisen (Sur- 
faces of Constant Mean Curvature in Two 
Concentric Plane Circles). 
476. Fuchs, Martin and Seregin, Gregory: Vari- 
ational Methods for Fluids of Prandtl- 
Eyring Type and Plastic Materials with 
Logarithmic Hardening. 
477. Mosel, Heiko von der: Examples and 
Nonexistence Results for Extremals of Cur- 
vature Functionals. 
478. Otto, Felix: Lubrication Approximation 
with Prescribed Non-Zero Contact Angle: 
An Existence Result. 
479. Jiang, Song: Global Smooth Solutions 
to the Equations of a Viscous, Heat- 
Conducting, One-Dimensional Gas with 
Density-Dependent Viscosity. 
480. Otto, Felix: Doubly Degenerate Diffusion 
Equations as Steepest Descent. 
481. Mblek, Josef; Neas, Jindrich; Ruzicka, 
Michael: On Weak Solutions to a Class 
of Non-Newtonian Incompressible Fluids 
in Bounded Three-Dimensional Domains. 
The Case p > 2. 
482. Frehse, Jens; Malek, Josef; Steinhauer, 
Mark: An Existence Result for Fluids with 
Shear Dependent Viscosity-Steady Flows. 
483. Gro8e_Brauckmann, Karsten; Kusner, 
Robert B.: Moduli Spaces of Embedded 
Constant Mean Curvature Surfaces with 
Few Ends and Special Symmetry. 
484. Grofle-Brauckmann, Karsten: On Gyroid 
Interfaces. 
485. Blendinger, Christoph: Eine Approxi- 
mation des gesattigt-ungesattigten Darcy- 
Flusses in diinnen Gebieten. 
486. Bertsch, Michiel; Dal Passo, Roberta; Gar- 
eke, Harald; Grim, Giinther: The Thin Vis- 
cous Flow Equation in Higher Space Di- 
mensions. 
487. Hildebrandt, Stefan; Sauvigny, Friedrich: 
Minimal Surfaces in a Wedge.11. The Edge- 
Creeping Phenomenon. 
488. Frehse, Jens; Ruzicka, Michael: A New 
Regularity Criterion for Steady Navier- 
Stokes Equations. 
489. Frehse, Jens; Ruzicka, Michael: Exis- 
tence of Regular Solutions to the Steady 
Navier-Stokes Equations in Bounded Six- 
Dimensional Domains. 
490. Ivanov, Alexandr 0.; Tuzhilin, Alexei A.: 
Planar Local Minimal Binary Trees with 
Convex, Quasiregular, and Regular Bound- 
aries. 
491. Miller, Werner: The Trace Class Conjec- 
ture in the Theory of Automorphic Forms. 
II. 
492. Paus, Wilfried H.: Stored Energy Poten- 
tials for Shape Memory Alloys. 
493. Paus, Wilfried H.: A Covariant Approach 
to Sum of Squares Manifolds. 
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